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Abstract
Light-evoked excitatory cation current (DIC) and inhibitory chloride current (DICl) of rod and cone bipolar cells and AII ama-
crine cells (AIIACs) were recorded from slices of dark-adapted mouse retinas, and alpha ganglion cells were recorded from ﬂat-
mounts of dark-adapted mouse retinas. The cell morphology was revealed by Lucifer yellow ﬂuorescence with a confocal
microscope. DIC of all rod depolarizing bipolar cells (DBCRs) exhibited similar high sensitivity to 500nm light, but two patterns
of DICl were observed with slightly diﬀerent axon morphologies. At least two types of cone depolarizing bipolar cells (DBCCs) were
identiﬁed: one with axon terminals ramiﬁed in 70–85% of IPL depth and DBCR-like DIC sensitivity, and the other with axon ter-
minals ramiﬁed in 55–75% of IPL depth and much lower DIC sensitivity. The relative rod/cone inputs to DBCs and AIIACs were
analyzed by comparing the DIC and DICl thresholds and dynamic ranges with the corresponding values of rods and cones. On aver-
age, the sensitivity of a DBCR to the 500nm light is about 20 times higher than that of a rod. The sensitivity of an AIIAC is more
than 1000 times higher than that of a rod, suggesting that AIIAC responses are pooled through a coupled network of about 40 AII-
ACs. Interactions of rod and cone signals in dark-adapted mouse retinas appear asymmetrical: rod signals spread into the cone sys-
tem more eﬃciently than cone signals into the rod system. The mouse synaptic circuitry allows small rod signals to be highly
ampliﬁed and eﬀectively transmitted to the cone system via rod/cone and AIIAC/DBCC coupling.
Three types of alpha ganglion cells (aGCs) were identiﬁed. (1) ONGCs exhibits no spike activity in darkness, increased spikes in
light, sustained inward DIC, sustained outward DICl of varying amplitude, and large soma (20–25lm in diameter) with an alpha-cell-
like dendritic ﬁeld about 180–350lm stratifying near 70% of the IPL depth. (2) Transient OFFaGCs (tOFFaGCs) exhibit no spike
activity in darkness, transient increased spikes at light oﬀset, small sustained outward DIC in light, a large transient inward DIC at
light oﬀset, a sustained outward DICl, and a morphology similar to the ONaGCs except for that their dendrites stratiﬁed near 30% of
the IPL depth. (3) Sustained OFFaGCs (sOFFaGCs) exhibit maintained spike activity of 5–10Hz in darkness, sustained decrease of
spikes in light, sustained outward DIC, sustained outward DICl, and a morphology similar to the tOFFaGCs. By comparing the
response thresholds and dynamic ranges of aGCs with those of the pre-ganglion cells, our data suggest that the light responses
of each type of aGCs are mediated by diﬀerent sets of bipolar cells and amacrine cells.
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The visual system processes images of the outside
world through parallel channels, and the four most fun-
damental channels are the ON, OFF, rod and cone syn-
aptic pathways (Dowling, 1987; Hubel & Wiesel, 1968,
1979). Anatomical studies have suggested that the
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channels follow the same plan in all mammal retinas:
cones make synapses on cone depolarizing (ON) and
hyperpolarizing (OFF) bipolar cells (DBCCs and
HBCCs), which synapse on the ON and OFF ganglion
cells, respectively (Kolb & Famiglietti, 1974; Nelson,
Famiglietti, & Kolb, 1978; Nelson, Kolb, Robinson, &
Mariani, 1981). Rods make synaptic contacts with only
one type of bipolar cell that depolarizes in response to
light spots (DBCR). DBCRs synapse on the AII ama-
crine cells that make sign-preserving electrical synapses
with DBCCs and sign-inverting chemical synapses with
HBCCs and OFF ganglion cells (Bolz, Wassle, & Thier,
1984; Crooks & Kolb, 1992; Pourcho & Owczarzak,
1991). According to this plan, HBCs do not receive in-
puts directly from rods, and ON and OFF ganglion cells
do not receive inputs directly from rod bipolar cells, but
rather by the DBCR-AII pathway (Kolb & Nelson,
1981, 1983; Wassle & Boycott, 1991). Evidence from re-
cent studies, however, suggests that the rod and cone in-
puts to the ON and OFF ganglion cells in mammalian
retinas may be mediated by a synaptic network more
complex than the general plan set forth by earlier ana-
tomical studies (DeVries & Baylor, 1995). Additionally,
it is not clear whether all anatomically identiﬁed synap-
ses made on ganglion cells are functional. Nor is it clear
whether some synapses function with higher eﬃcacy
than others. Systematic physiological analysis of the
synaptic inputs mediating light-evoked excitatory and
inhibitory responses of bipolar cells, amacrine cells,
and ON and OFF ganglion cells is needed to resolve
these issues.
Mammalian bipolar cell and amacrine cell light re-
sponses have been extensively studied with the micro-
electrode recording method (Bloomﬁeld & Xin, 2000;
Bloomﬁeld, Xin, & Osborne, 1997; Nelson, 1982). How-
ever, this technique does not allow clear separation of
the excitatory and inhibitory synaptic currents. Most
ganglion cell light responses in mammalian retinas have
been studied by single or arrays of extracellular elec-
trodes (e.g. Kuﬄer, 1953; Meister, Wong, Baylor, &
Shatz, 1991). These methods do not permit measure-
ments of the transmembrane potential, separation of
the excitatory and inhibitory synaptic components of
light responses, or cell morphology by dye injection. In
this study, we used the whole-cell voltage clamp tech-
nique to record light-evoked responses from the rod
and cone depolarizing bipolar cells (DBCRs, DBCCs),
AII amacrine cells (AIIACs), and ON and OFF alpha
ganglion cells (ONaGCs, OFFaGCs) in the dark-
adapted mouse retina. Light-evoked excitatory cation
current and inhibitory chloride current of each cell type
were studied and the cell morphology was revealed by
Lucifer yellow ﬂuorescence. Because of the availability
of the transgenic and knockout technologies in the
mouse, our physiological results can later be correlatedwith ﬁndings in genetically manipulated mice. Moreo-
ver, the cellular and synaptic inputs to these cells have
been well characterized at the ultrastructural level
(Carter-Dawson & Lavail, 1979; Tsukamoto, Morigiwa,
Ueda, & Sterling, 2001) and thus physiological ﬁndings
can be readily correlated with anatomical observations.2. Methods
2.1. Experimental approach
Our study constitutes a systematic voltage clamp
analysis of rod and cone bipolar and amacrine cell light
responses in the dark-adapted mouse retina. Since
mouse rod pigments sensitivity to 500nm light is about
2 log units higher than that of the M-cone pigment and
about 4 log units higher than that of the S-cone pigment
(Lyubarsky, Falsini, Pennesi, Valentini, & Pugh, 1999),
we use the response threshold to 500nm light to estimate
the relative rod/cone contributions to DIC and DICl in
each ON bipolar cell, amacrine cell and ganglion cell un-
der dark-adapted conditions. This approach also allows
us to study the cells morphology with Lucifer yellow
(ﬁlled with the recording electrode viewed under a con-
focal microscope), and to compare it with results of ear-
lier anatomical studies.
2.2. Preparations and light stimulation
The mouse strain used in this study was C57Black6J
from Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, Maine). All ani-
mals were handled in accordance with Baylor College of
Medicines policies on the treatment of laboratory ani-
mals. The mice were dark-adapted for 1–2h prior to
the experiment. To maintain the retina in the fully
dark-adapted state, all further procedures were per-
formed under infrared illumination with dual-unit Nite-
mare (BE Meyers, Redmond, WA) infrared scopes. The
animals were sacriﬁced by a lethal injection of Keta-
mine + Xylazine + Acepromazine (0.1ml, 100mg/ml)
and the eyes were immediately enucleated and placed
in oxygenated Ames medium (Li, Trexler, & Massey,
2002) at room temperature. The dissection and prepara-
tion of the living retinal slices essentially followed the
procedures described in previous publications (Werblin,
1978; Wu, 1987). Oxygenated Ames solution (adjusted
at pH 7.3) was introduced continuously to the recording
chamber, and the medium was maintained at 35 C by a
temperature control unit (TC 324B, Warner Instru-
ments, CT). All pharmacological agents were dissolved
in Ames medium.
A photostimulator was used to deliver light spots (of
diameter 600–1200lm) to the retina via the epi-illumina-
tor of the microscope. The intensity of unattenuated
(Log I = 0) 500nm light was 1.4 · 106 photons lm2 s1.
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(Rh*rod1 s1) was estimated by methods disclosed in a
previous publication (Pang, Gao, & Wu, 2003). Since we
delivered un-collimated stimulus light beams through an
objective lens with a large numerical aperture (Zeiss 40·/
0.75 water), the incident light entered the retinal slice in
many directions, and thus the eﬀect of photoreceptor
self-screening was minor (Field & Rieke, 2002a). The
peak amplitude of light-evoked current responses was
plotted against light stimulus intensity, and data points
were ﬁtted by the Hill equation:
R=Rmax ¼ IN=ðIN þ rN Þ
¼ 0:5½1þ tanh 1:15NðLog I  LogrÞ
where R is the current response amplitude, Rmax is the
maximum response amplitude, r is the light intensity
that elicits a half-maximal response, N is the Hill coeﬃ-
cient, tanh is the hyperbolic tangent function and Log is
the logarithmic function of base 10. In this article, we
used the R–Log I plot for our analysis (the right-hand
term of the above equation), and for such plots the light
intensity span (dynamic range (DR): range of intensity
that elicits responses between 5% and 95% of Rmax) of
a cell equals to 2.56/N (Thibos & Werblin, 1978).
2.3. Voltage-clamp recordings
Voltage-clamp recordings were made with an Axo-
patch 200A ampliﬁer connected to a DigiData 1200
interface and pClamp 6.1 software (Axon Instruments,
Foster City, CA). Whole cell voltage clamp recordings
were made with patch electrodes that were made with
Narishige or Sutter patch electrode pullers. The pullers
were of 5–7MX tip resistance when ﬁlled with internal
solution containing 118mM Cs methanesulfonate,
12mM CsCl, 5mM EGTA, 0.5mM CaCl2, 4mM
ATP, 0.3mM GTP, 10mM Tris, 0.8mM Lucifer yellow,
adjusted to pH 7.2 with CsOH. The chloride equilibrium
potential, ECl, with this internal solution was about
60mV. Estimates of the liquid junction potential at
the tip of the patch electrode prior to seal formation var-
ied from 9.2 to 9.6mV (Pang, Gao, & Wu, 2002).
For simplicity, we corrected all holding potentials by
10mV. In order to determine the dark membrane poten-
tials of ganglion cells, we measured the zero-current pot-
entials of 12 bipolar cells and 8 amacrine cells (including
all cell types described in this paper) with patch elec-
trodes ﬁlled with Cs internal solution (above) and with
potassium internal solution (Berntson & Taylor, 2000),
and found that the zero-current potentials with K+ were
consistently 12–17mV more hyperpolarized than that
with Cs+. For cells recorded with only Cs+, we corrected
the zero-current potential measured in darkness (dark
membrane potential) by 15mV. Since the DBCRs and
DBCCs have relatively narrow dendritic and axonalﬁelds, it is likely that a large portion of the cells mem-
brane was space-clamped. In order to maximize good
space-clamping, we selected cells with higher input
resistance (>500MX) when whole cell recording was
made. In order to select cells with minimum slicing dam-
age, we recorded from cells that are 2–3 cell layers below
the surface of the retinal slice. AIIACs are electrically
coupled with one another and it is impossible to
space-clamp the coupled network. Since the dark mem-
brane potential of AIIACs is close to ECl (see Section 3),
we studied the light responses of these cell by measuring
DIC near ECl.
2.4. Visualization of cell morphology
Cell morphology was visualized in retinal slices
through the use of Lucifer yellow ﬂuorescence with a
confocal microscope (Zeiss 510). Images were acquired
with a ·40 water immersion objective (NA = 1.20) using
the 458nm excitation line of an argon laser and a long
pass 505nm emission ﬁlter. Consecutive optical sections
were superimposed to form a single image using the
Zeiss LSM-PC software, and these compressed image
stacks were further processed in Adobe Photoshop 6.0
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Since signal inten-
sity values were typically enhanced during processing
to improve visibility of smaller processes, the cell bodies
and larger processes of some cells appear saturated due
to their larger volume of ﬂuorophore. The level at which
axonal and dendritic processes stratiﬁed in the IPL was
characterized in retinal vertical sections by the distance
from the processes to the distal margin (0%) of the IPL.3. Results
3.1. Light-evoked current responses of morphologically
identiﬁed rod ON bipolar cells (DBCRs) and cone
depolarizing bipolar cells (DBCCs)
Fig. 1Aa and Ba show the stacked confocal ﬂuores-
cent image of two DBCR in the retinal slice. They exhib-
ited typical DBCR morphology with the dendritic ﬁeld
about 20lm extending horizontally in the outer plexi-
form layer (OPL), the somas located in the outer half
of the inner nuclear layer (INL), and the axons extend-
ing into the inner plexiform layer (IPL) with globular
axon terminals stratifying in the inner half of the IPL.
The morphology of all 18 DBCRs was very similar with
the exception that two-thirds of them had axon terminal
globules distributed in 75–100% of the IPL depth (simi-
lar to Fig. 1Aa, DBCR1), whereas the remaining one-
third had axon terminal globules distributed more
proximally (70–85% of the IPL depth, Fig. 1Ba,
DBCR2). Both groups exhibited inward DIC and out-
ward DICl (at EC). The average zero-current potential
Fig. 1. Aa: Stacked confocal ﬂuorescent image of a group 1 DBCR in a mouse retinal slice; PRL: photoreceptor layer, OPL: outer plexiform layer,
INL: inner nuclear layer, IPL: inner plexiform layer (0–1: 0–100% of IPL depth), GCL: ganglion cell layer. Calibration bar: 20lm. Ab: light-evoked
excitatory cation current (DIC) recorded at ECl to 500nm light steps (0.5s) of various intensities; Ac: light-evoked inhibitory chloride current (DICl)
recorded at EC to 500nm light steps (0.5s) of various intensities; Ad: Response intensity relations of the light-evoked cation and chloride currents
(DIC–LogI () and DICl–LogI (d), error bars: ±s.d). Ba: Stacked confocal ﬂuorescent image of a group 2 DBCR in a mouse retinal slice;
Abbreviations are the same as in Fig. 1A. Calibration bar: 20lm. Bb, Bc and Bd are similar as Ab, Ac and Ad. Ca: Stacked confocal ﬂuorescent
image of a DBCC1 in a mouse retinal slice; Abbreviations are the same as in Fig. 1A. Calibration bar: 20lm. Cb, Cc and Cd are similar as Ab, Ac and
Ad. Da: Stacked confocal ﬂuorescent image of a DBCC in a mouse retinal slice; Abbreviations are the same as in Fig. 1A. Calibration bar: 20lm. Db,
Dc and Dd are similar as Ab, Ac and Ad.
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and 57 ± 6mV, respectively. In order to elucidate how
rods and amacrine cells mediate DBCR light responses,
we examined responses of DIC and ICl elicited by
500nm light (as discussed in the Materials and Methods
section, 500nm light allows us to separate the rod, M-
cone and S-cone contributions to DIC and DICl,) of var-
ious intensities (Fig. 1Abc and Bbc). In both groups of
DBCRs, the 7 light step elicited a small DIC, whereas
the 6 (0.7Rh*rod1 s1) light step gave rise to an in-
ward IC of about 25pA. As the light step became bright-
er, the inward DIC became larger. We measured the light
sensitivity of DIC to 500nm light in all 12 group 1 DBCRs
and 6 group 2 DBCRs, and the average (±s.d.) response-
intensity (DIC–Log I) relations are plotted in Fig. 1Ad
and Bd. The solid curve was ﬁtted by the Hill equation
(see Methods section). The average thresholds (deﬁnedas eliciting 5% of the maximum response) were the same
for the two groups of DBCRs (6.8 = 0.1Rh*rod1 s1),
and the dynamic ranges were 3.1 and 3.4 log units,
which is about 1.1–1.4 log units wider (extended to the
left along the intensity axis) than that of the rod photo-
current (Field & Rieke, 2002a, 2002b). Possible mecha-
nisms underlying the dynamic range widening will be
discussed later.
Our results show that all DBCRs exhibited light-
evoked chloride current (DICl) at EC, which was not ob-
served by Berntson and Taylor (Berntson & Taylor,
2000). The average threshold of light-evoked inhibitory
current DICl of the 12 group 1 DBCRs was 7.2
(0.044Rh*rod1 s1), and the average threshold of the
6 group 2 DBCRs was 7.6 (0.018Rh*rod1 s1),
suggesting that the amacrine cells mediating DICl of
DBCRs have a rod-like threshold. The average (±s.d.)
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1Ad and Bd) had an average dynamic range of 2.3
and 1.2 log units, suggesting that the amacrine cell in-
puts to the two groups of cells are diﬀerent. Addition-
ally, there are more spontaneous inhibitory
postsynaptic currents (sIPSCs) in group 2 DBCRs (Fig.
1Ac and Bc).
Fig. 1Ca shows the stacked confocal ﬂuorescent im-
age of a DBCC in the retinal slice. It exhibited typical
DBCC morphology with branching axon terminals strat-
ifying between 70% and 85% of the IPL depth. Fig. 1Da
shows the stacked confocal ﬂuorescent image of another
DBCC with branching axon terminals stratifying be-
tween 55% and 75% of the IPL depth. These two types
of DBCCs had the same average dark membrane poten-
tial (56 ± 4mV), but very diﬀerent response thresholds
and dynamic ranges for DIC and DICl elicited by the
500nm light (Fig. 1Cbc and Dbc). DIC in Fig. 1Cb
exhibited a threshold near 6.9 (0.088Rh*rod1 s1)
and a dynamic range of 4.6, and DIC in Fig. 1Db showed
a threshold near 4.9 (8.8Rh*rod1 s1) and a dynamic
range of 2.1. Therefore the ﬁrst type of DBCC (named
DBCC1) receives substantial input from rods in addition
to the cones (judged by the dynamic range span for the
500nm light), and the second type of DBCC (DBCC2) re-
ceives input predominately from the cones with much
weaker rod inputs (thus a lower sensitivity to 500nm
light and a narrower dynamic range).
DICl in Fig. 1Cc exhibited a threshold near 6.9
(0.088Rh*rod1 s1) and a dynamic range of 1.8, and
DICl in Fig. 1Dc had a threshold of 5.3 and a dynamic
range of 2.10. Similar to the two groups of DBCRs, the
DBCC1 and DBCC2 also diﬀer in spontaneous inhibitory
postsynaptic currents (sIPSCs). sIPSCs in DBCC2 are
larger and of higher frequency. These results suggest
that DBCC1s and DBCC2s receive inhibitory inputs from
diﬀerent populations of amacrine cells.
Among 22 DBCCs, 12 had DBCC1-like morphology
and light responses, four had DBCC2-like morphology
and light responses, and the remaining 6 had axon termi-
nals branchingwithin 60–90%of the IPL depth and exhib-
ited response thresholds and dynamic ranges between the
corresponding values of the DBCC1s and DBCC2s. These
results suggest that DBCCs in the mouse retina are heter-
ogeneous, 55% of them are DBCC1-like, 18% are DBCC2-
like, and the remainder have intermediate responses.
3.2. Light-evoked response characteristics of AII amacrine
cells, ON alpha ganglion cells (ONaGCs), transient OFF
alpha ganglion cells (tOFFaGCs), and sustained OFF
alpha ganglion cells (sOFFaGCs)
AIIACs were identiﬁed by their characteristic mor-
phology (thick globular dendrites in the distal half and
pyramidally branching dendrites in the proximal half
of the IPL) and with dendritic width less than 30lm(Famiglietti & Kolb, 1975; Strettoi, Raviola, & Dac-
heux, 1992) revealed by Lucifer yellow ﬂuorescent
images in retinal slices and the inward light-evoked cat-
ion current (DIC) recorded at ECl. Fig. 2Aa shows the
stacked confocal ﬂuorescent image of an AIIAC in the
retinal slice with the typical AIIAC morphology. We re-
corded from a total of 15 cells with very similar
morphology in retinal slices, and the dendritic width
varied between 20 and 35lm. The average zero-current
potential in darkness of the 15AII ACs was 65 ± 5mV.
Fig. 2Abc shows the current responses of the same
AIIAC at ECl to 2.5-s 500nm light steps of various
intensities, and Fig. 2Ad shows the average response-
intensity relation of all 15 AIIACs. The response-inten-
sity relations of AIIACs are homogeneous as reﬂected
by the relatively small s.d. in Fig. 2Ad. A striking fea-
ture of the AIIAC response-intensity relation is that
the dynamic range is very wide (nearly 5 log units,
extending 2 log units towards the left beyond the dy-
namic range of the DBCR DIC, Fig. 1Ad and Bd). This
makes the AIIAC response threshold very low (near
9.0, or 0.0007Rh*rod1 s1), about 100 times lower
than that of the DBCRs, suggesting a large signal gain
at the DBCR-AIIAC synapses.
Fig. 2Ba shows the stacked confocal ﬂuorescent im-
age of an ONaGC in the vertical retinal section. These
cells exhibit no spike activity in darkness and increased
spikes in light (Pang et al., 2003). The ﬂuorescent image
exhibited typical ONaGC morphology with dendrites
stratifying near 70% of the IPL depth, and a dendritic
ﬁeld of about 257lm. The dendrites of all 28 ONaGCs
that we studied stratiﬁed near 65–80% of the IPL depth
with ﬁeld diameters ranging from 210lm to 335lm
(Pang et al., 2003). Fig. 2Bbc shows the light-evoked
excitatory cation current (DIC) recorded at ECl and the
light-evoked inhibitory chloride current (DICl) recorded
at EC of the same ONaGC to 500nm light steps (2.5s)
of various intensities. The 7 light step elicited a very
small DIC, whereas the 6 (0.7 Rh*rod1 s1) light step
gave rise to an inward DIC of about 100pA at ECl. As
the light step became brighter, the inward DIC became
larger. We measured the light sensitivity of DIC to
500nm light in all 28 ONaGCs, and the average
(±s.d.) response-intensity (DIC–Log I) relations are plot-
ted in Fig. 2Bd (o). The solid curve was ﬁtted by the Hill
equation, and the average threshold was near 7.2
(0.044Rh*rod1 s1) and the dynamic range was 4.9
log units. Our data demonstrate that the dynamic range
and response thresholds of DIC in mouse ONaGCs are
close to those of the DBCMC (see Fig. 3), which have
mixed rod/M-cone signals (two limbs in the response
intensity curve (Berntson & Taylor, 2000)). This is con-
sistent with the idea that the primary light-evoked exci-
tatory inputs in ONaGCs are mediated by the cone ON
bipolar cells (Bloomﬁeld & Dacheux, 2001; Bloomﬁeld
& Miller, 1986).
Fig. 2. Aa: Stacked confocal ﬂuorescent image of an AII amacrine cell in a mouse retinal slice; PRL: photoreceptor layer, OPL: outer plexiform
layer, INL: inner nuclear layer, IPL: inner plexiform layer (0–1: 0–100% of IPL depth), GCL: ganglion cell layer. Calibration bar: 20lm. Ab–c: light-
evoked excitatory cation current (DIC) recorded at ECl to 500nm light steps (0.5s) of various intensities; Ad: Response intensity relations of the light-
evoked cation and chloride currents (DIC–LogI ()), error bars: ±s.d). Ba: Stacked confocal ﬂuorescent image of a ONaGC in a mouse retinal
section; Abbreviations are the same as in Fig. 1A. Calibration bar: 20lm. Bb: light-evoked excitatory cation current (DIC) recorded at ECl to 500nm
light steps (0.5s) of various intensities; Bc: light-evoked inhibitory chloride current (ICl) recorded at EC to 500nm light steps (0.5s) of various
intensities; Bd: Response intensity relations of the light evoked cation and chloride currents (DIC–LogI () and DICl–LogI (d), error bars: ±s.d). Ca:
Stacked confocal ﬂuorescent image of a tOFFaGC in a mouse retinal section; Abbreviations are the same as in Fig. 1A. Calibration bar: 20lm. Cb,
Cc and Cd are similar as Bb, Bc and Bd. Da: Stacked confocal ﬂuorescent image of a sOFFaGC in a mouse retinal section; Abbreviations are the
same as in Fig. 1A. Calibration bar: 20lm. Db, Dc and Dd are similar as Bb, Bc and Bd.
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rent DICl of the 28 ONaGCs was 6.8 (0.1Rh*rod1 s1)
and the average (±s.d.) response-intensity (DICl–Log I)
relation (shown in Fig. 2Bd (d)) had an average dy-
namic range of 5.3 log units. This indicates that the ama-
crine cells mediating DICl of ONaGCs have similar rod/
cone signals (we named these cells ACM1) as the
DBCMCs, with a slightly lower threshold and wider dy-
namic range. In all ONaGCs, the threshold of light-
evoked spike activities (0.047 ± 0.005 Rh*rod1 s1)
was closer to that of the DIC than to DICl. This is consist-
ent with our observation that the dark resting potentialof the ONaGCs (63 ± 6mV) are very close to ECl and
thus the cells spiking signals are predominately medi-
ated by DIC from DBCMC inputs.
We also studied light responses of 32 OFF alpha gan-
glion cells. Two major types of OFF response patterns
were observed although the morphology of these cells
was very similar. The ﬁrst type was quiet in darkness
(no spontaneous spikes), and they exhibited transient
spike activities only at the cessation of the light step
(we named these cells transient OFF cells or tOF-
FaGCs), whereas the second type exhibited spontaneous
spikes in darkness and a sustained reduction of spike
Fig. 3. Average DIC and DICl dynamic ranges of rods, M-pigment
dominated cones (ConeM), S-pigment dominated cones
(ConeS),Group 1 DBCR (DBCR1), group 2 DBCR (DBCR2), DBCC1,
DBCC2, HBCMC, HBCSC, AIIAC, ACM1 (two groups), ACM2 (two
groups), ONaGC, tOFFaGC and sOFFaGC in response to 500nm
light stimuli. Each horizontal barmarks the light intensity range from
threshold (5% of the maximum response) to saturation (95% of the
maximum response). Red lines: DIC; black lines: DICl (DICl of HBCs
and ACs are not included); red dotted lines: spike responses.
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cells sustained OFF cells or sOFFaGCs) (Pang et al.,
2003). Among the 32 OFF alpha-like ganglion cells we
recorded from, 12 of them showed tOFFaGC responses
and 20 of them displayed sOFFaGC responses.
Fig. 2Ca shows the stacked confocal ﬂuorescent im-
age of a tOFFaGC in a vertical retinal section. The ﬂu-
orescent images exhibited typical OFF alpha-cell-like
morphology with a dendritic ﬁeld diameter ranging from
180–250lm and dendrites stratiﬁed near 30% of the IPL
depth (Doi, Uji, & Yamamura, 1995; Peichl, 1989).
These cells exhibit no spike activity in darkness, but
transient increased spikes at light oﬀset (Pang et al.,
2003). Fig. 2Cc shows DICl recorded at EC of a tOF-
FaGC to 500nm light steps (2.5 s) of various intensities.
In darkness, the cell exhibited some spontaneous excita-
tory postsynaptic currents (sEPSCs). The 5 step elic-
ited a very small ON DIC, whereas the 4 and 3
light steps evoked larger outward ON DIC. Brighter light
steps (2 and 1) elicited a transient OFF inward DIC
in addition to the outward ON DIC. We measured the
light sensitivity of OFF DIC to 500nm light in all tOF-
FaGCs, and the average (±s.d.) response-intensity
(OFF DIC–Log I) relations are plotted in Fig. 2Cd (d).
The solid curve was ﬁtted by the Hill equation. The
average threshold was near 2.7 (1394Rh*rod1 s1)
and the dynamic range was 1.6 log units. Since the
OFF DIC threshold and dynamic range are very close
to those of the HBCSCs, we believe that they are prima-
rily mediated by the S/m cones through the S/m cone
hyperpolarizing bipolar cells.Fig. 2Da shows the stacked confocal ﬂuorescent im-
age of a sustained OFF alpha ganglion cell (sOFFaGC)
in a vertical retinal section. These cells exhibit main-
tained spike activity of 5–10Hz in darkness and sus-
tained decrease of spikes in light (Pang et al., 2003).
The ﬂuorescent images in exhibited typical OFF alpha
ganglion cell morphology with dendrites stratiﬁed near
30% of the IPL depth (Doi et al., 1995; Peichl, 1989).
Fig. 2Dbc shows DIC and DICl of the same sOFFaGC
to 500nm light steps (2.5s) of various intensities. In
darkness, the cell exhibited spontaneous excitatory
postsynaptic currents (sEPSCs) at ECl. The 8 step elic-
ited no DIC, but evoked a sustained outward DICl. The
7 light step elicited no DIC, and evoked a larger DICl.
Brighter light steps resulted in larger DICl, and at 5,
light started to elicit DIC. As the light step became even
brighter, DIC and DICl became larger and longer. We
measured the light sensitivity of DIC and DICl to
500nm light in all 20 sOFFaGCs, and the average
(±s.d.) response-intensity (DIC–Log I and DICl–Log I)
relations are plotted and ﬁtted with the Hill equation
in Fig. 2Dd. The average threshold for DIC was near
6.1 (0.55Rh*rod1 s1) with a dynamic range of 3.0
log units, and the average threshold for DICl was near
8.5 (0.0022Rh*rod1 s1) with a dynamic range of
5.9 log units. The average threshold of the spike de-
crease was 8.0 (0.007 Rh*rod1 s1) (Pang et al.,
2003). These results suggest that DIC of sOFFaGCs is
probably mediated by HBCMCs, which is similar to the
bipolar cells that mediate DIC in tOFFaGCs. ICl of sOF-
FaGCs is likely to be mediated by the AII amacrine
cells, which have very high sensitivity to 500nm lights
(see Fig. 2A). Since the dynamic range of DICl is much
wider than that of the AII ACs, another AC with mixed
rod and cone inputs (possibly ACM2) may also be in-
volved in mediating DICl in sOFFaGCs. Since the
threshold of spike response was closer to DICl than to
DIC, DICl should contribute signiﬁcantly more to the
spike responses (Pang et al., 2003). This may be partially
explained by our observation that the average dark
membrane potential of sOFFaGCs was near 51mV,
about 10mV more depolarized than ECl. This is in con-
trast to the ONaGCs and tOFFaGCs whose average
dark membrane potentials are much closer to ECl, and
thus, in these cells, DICl could only contribute to the
light response by voltage shunting. The diﬀerence in
dark membrane potential may also explain why sOF-
FaGCs exhibit spontaneous spikes in darkness whereas
ONaGCs and tOFFaGCs do not (Pang et al., 2003).
3.3. Average response-intensity spans of depolarizing
bipolar cells, amacrine cells and alpha ganglion cells
in dark-adapted mouse retina
In order to determine the relative contributions of
rod and cone inputs to various types of DBCs, ACs
3284 S.M. Wu et al. / Vision Research 44 (2004) 3277–3288and aGCs, we plot in Fig. 3 the intensity spans of vari-
ous cells in response to 500nm light stimuli. Each hori-
zontal bar marks the average dynamic range (light
intensity from threshold (5% of the maximum response)
to saturation (95% of the maximum response) of a cell
type). It is evident that the dynamic range of rod-medi-
ated responses (DIC recorded at ECl) in both groups of
DBCRs (from 7.0 to 3.88, and from 7.0 to 3.90)
is about 1.1–1.4 log units wider than that of the rod pho-
tocurrent (from 5.57 to 3.57) (Field & Rieke, 2002b;
Howes et al., 2002). The extension of dynamic range is
at the low intensity side (towards left along the intensity
axis), while the saturation intensity is close to the satu-
ration intensity for the rod photocurrent. Similarly,
the dynamic range of the AIIACs (from 9.0 to
4.08) is about 1.8 log units wider than that of the
DBCRs, the widening is at the low intensity side, and
the saturation intensity is close to the saturation inten-
sity for the rod and DBCR responses. These plots clearly
suggest ampliﬁcation of small rod signals by the rod-
DBCR synapses and small DBCR signals by the
DBCR-AIIAC synapses. The observation that
both DBCR and AIIAC responses saturate near the
saturation intensity for the rod photocurrent (but not
extending into the cone response dynamic range) indi-
cate that cone inputs to DBCRs and AIIACs under
dark-adapted conditions are relatively weak.
The average dynamic range of DBCC1 DIC is 4.7 log
units (ranged from 6.9 to 2.2), and that of DBCC2
DIC is 2.68 log units (ranged from 4.9 to 2.22). Both
types of DBCCs saturate near the saturation intensity of
the M-pigment dominated cones, but the thresholds to
the 500nm lights are very diﬀerent. The average thresh-Fig. 4. Synaptic circuit diagram of the DBCRs, DBCCs, AIIACs and ONGCs
cell, DBCC1: type 1 cone depolarizing bipolar cell, DBCC2: type 2 cone depola
cell; HBCSC: S-cone dominated hyperpolarizing bipolar cell; ACM1: M-cone
OFF amacrine cell; AII: AII amacrine cells, ONaGC: ON alpha ganglion ce
OFF alpha ganglion cell; arrows: chemical synapses (red: glutamatergic,
inverting), (red): electrical synapses, PRL: photoreceptor layer, OPL: outer
(a: sublamina a, b: sublamina b), GCL: ganglion cell layer. This circuit diagr
also be explained by more complex schemes. In order to save space, reciproold of DBCC1s is very close to that of the DBCRs, sug-
gesting that DIC these cells receive strong rod inputs.
The average threshold of DBCC2s is two log units
higher, indicative of much weaker rod inputs in their
DIC.
We also plot in Fig. 3 the average dynamic ranges of
DICl of DBCRs and DBCCs. It is evident that DICl of dif-
ferent types of DBCs are very diﬀerent, suggesting that
the amacrine cell inputs to these cells are very complex.
Additionally, we added the average response dynamic
ranges the M-cone dominated and S-cone dominated
hyperpolarizing bipolar cells (HBCMC and HBCSC), as
well as the ACM1 and ACM2 (Pang and Wu, unpub-
lished data). Furthermore, in order to compare the bipo-
lar cell and amacrine cell responses with their output
neurons, we show the average dynamic ranges of light-
evoked spike activities (Pang et al., 2003), DIC and DICl
of the mouse ONaGCs, tOFFaGCs and sOFFaGCs at
the bottom of Fig. 3.
The average dynamic range of the ONaGC DIC is
very close to that of the DBCC1 and overlaps with the
dynamic range of DBCC2 DIC, which is consistent with
the notion that ONaGC DIC is primarily mediated by
the DBCC output synapses. The dynamic range of
ONaGC DICl is wider than the DICl ranges of the
DBCRs and DBCCs, and it is located at an intensity
range two log units less sensitive than the dynamic range
of the AIIAC DIC, suggesting the inhibitory inputs to
ONaGCs (black arrow 5in Fig. 4) may involve more
than one types of amacrine cells. It is unlikely that the
AIIACs make a signiﬁcant contribution to the ONaGC
DICl (they contribute ONaGC DIC through DBCC1s via
gap junctions) because the ONaGC DICl threshold isin the mouse retina. R: rods, C: cones, DBCR: rod depolarizing bipolar
rizing bipolar cell, HBCMC: M-cone dominated hyperpolarizing bipolar
dominated depolarizing amacrine cell; ACM2: M-cone dominated ON–
ll, tOFFaGC: transient OFF alpha ganglion cell; sOFFaGC: sustained
black: GABAergic/glycinergic, ‘‘+’’ sign-preserving, and ‘‘’’ sign-
plexiform layer, INL: inner nuclear layer, IPL: inner plexiform layer
am only includes a minimum number of cell types while our data may
cal AC inputs are not drawn, but represented as black arrows (1–5).
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contribute more signiﬁcantly to the light responses of
other ganglion cells, such as the sustained OFFaGCs de-
scribed in a previous report (Pang et al., 2003).4. Discussion
Based on our analysis of light-evoked cation and
chloride currents (DIC and DICl), we propose a func-
tional synaptic circuitry diagram of the rod, cone and
AC inputs to DBCRs, DBCCs, AIIACs and aGCs in
the mouse retina (Fig. 4). The outlines of this diagram
are consistent with the general plan set forth by anatom-
ical data, but with several new and more detailed ﬁnd-
ings revealing how synapses in the mouse retina
function.
We found that DIC of DBCRs are homogenous,
although two groups of cells can be distinguished mor-
phologically by the slight diﬀerence in axon terminal
stratiﬁcation in the IPL and more importantly, by their
inhibitory inputs. All DBCRs are highly sensitive to
500nm lights, which is consistent with anatomical data
suggesting that bipolar cells with globular axon termi-
nals at 70–100% of the IPL depth contact only rods
(Euler & Wassle, 1995; Hartveit, 1997; Tsukamoto et
al., 2001). The light-evoked chloride current (DICl) of
DBCRs are mediated by amacrine cells with a rod-like
threshold, which is consistent with anatomical observa-
tions that DBCRs receive reciprocal feedback synapses
from DBCR-driven amacrine cells (Freed, Smith, & Ster-
ling, 1987; Hartveit, 1999; Nelson & Kolb, 1985; San-
dell, Masland, Raviola, & Dacheux, 1989). We
propose that DICl in the mouse DBCRs are mediated
by amacrine cells in the inner retina because physiolog-
ical evidence has shown that chloride currents were ob-
served when inhibitory neurotransmitters were applied
to the axon terminal regions in the IPL (McCall, Luka-
siewicz, Gregg, & Peachey, 2002). The dynamic ranges
of DICl in DBCRs are substantially narrower than that
of DIC, indicating that synaptic clipping (Attwell, Bor-
ges, Wu, & Wilson, 1987) may occur in the
DBCR ! reciprocal rod AC! DBCR feedback loop.
Our observation that the two groups of DBCRs diﬀer
in DICl dynamic range and sIPSCs suggests that the
reciprocal rod AC inputs to DBCRs with axon terminals
at two levels of IPL may not be identical. Since the dark
membrane potential of all DBCRs are very close to ECl,
light-evoked voltage responses of the two groups of
DBCRs under dark-adapted conditions may be similar
(the diﬀerent DICl may contribute small diﬀerence in
the voltage responses by shunting). Therefore we do
not suggest that there are two types of DBCRs, but
merely propose that DBCRs receive reciprocal inputs
from diﬀerent amacrine cells at two strata of the IPL.In all 15 AIIACs, we were unable to reverse the light-
evoked current (Pang, Gao, & Wu, 2004). This is con-
sistent with anatomical ﬁndings that these cells are
strongly coupled with one another and with DBCCs
(Famiglietti & Kolb, 1975; Kolb & Nelson, 1993; Vaney,
2002; Veruki & Hartveit, 2002). As the light-evoked cur-
rent in a given AIIAC is pooled from a network of cells,
it was impossible to depolarize all coupled neurons be-
yond their reversal potentials.
There are at least two types of DBCCs in the mouse
retina with distinguishable morphology and light re-
sponses. DBCC1s have axon terminals ramiﬁed in 70–
85% of IPL depth, a DIC threshold near that of the
DBCRs, and a saturation intensity near that of the
M-pigment dominated cones. It is likely that these cells
receive strong rod signals through gap junctions between
rods and cones, and/or between AIIACs and their own
axon terminals (Deans, Volgyi, Goodenough, Bloom-
ﬁeld, & Paul, 2002; Veruki & Hartveit, 2002) (Fig. 4).
DBCC2s have axon terminals ramiﬁed in 55–75% of
the IPL depth and a much less sensitive DIC, indicating
that their rod-mediated inputs (rod-cone and AIIAC
coupling) are much weaker. The DICl threshold of
DBCC1s is about 1.5 log units lower than that of the
DBCC2s, suggesting that ACs making reciprocal inhibi-
tory synapses on the former DBCs are more rod-domi-
nated than the ACs synapsing on the latter. In
addition to DBCC1s and DBCC2s, we also recorded 6
DBCCs with mixed DBCC1/DBCC2 light response and
morphological characteristics. Although axon terminals
of mouse DBCs are rarely as narrowly monostratiﬁed in
the IPL as the salamander bipolar cells (Wu, Gao, &
Maple, 2000), the general rod/cone dominance rule set
forth by the salamander bipolar cells is obeyed: axon
terminals of DBCs with stronger rod inputs ramiﬁed
closer to the ganglion cell layer and those with stronger
cone inputs ramiﬁed closer to the center of the IPL.
Our data indicate that under dark-adapted condi-
tions, the cones inﬂuence on the rod system (DBCRs
and AIIACs) is weaker than the rods inﬂuence on the
cone system (DBCCs). For example, DIC in DBCRs
and AIIACs saturate near the saturation intensity of
the rods (3.5) and do not extend substantially into
the cone dynamic range. On the other hand, DIC in
DBCC1s saturate near the saturation intensity of the
M cones (as they receive inputs exclusively from cones
(Tsukamoto et al., 2001), but their dynamic range ex-
tends leftward into the DBCR response range (threshold
near 7.0, Fig. 3).Two mechanisms may explain the
asymmetric rod-cone signal mixing in DBCs. First, it
has been shown that rod-cone contacts in the mouse ret-
ina are highly asymmetrical: on average 32 rods contact
one cone and only 1.2 cones contact one rod (Tsuka-
moto et al., 2001). Therefore, rods inﬂuence cones much
more than cones inﬂuence rods. The second mechanism
is that postsynaptic receptors in DBCRs and AIIACs
3286 S.M. Wu et al. / Vision Research 44 (2004) 3277–3288may approach saturation when stimulated by 500nm
lights near 4.0 (Xin & Bloomﬁeld, 1999). At higher
light intensities when cone inputs join in, DIC in DBCRs
and AIIACs cannot grow larger.
Light responses of ONaGCs are quite homogenous,
and they appear to receive excitatory inputs from
DBCC1s, which exhibit a mixed rod/M-cone signal with
a rod-like threshold and a combined rod/M-cone dy-
namic range. The rod signals are mediated by either
the rod-DBCR-AII-DBCC (ON1) pathway or the rod-
cone-DBCC (ON2) pathway (Bloomﬁeld & Dacheux,
2001; Demb & Pugh, 2002), and the cone signals are
mediated directly by the M-cone-DBCMC synapse. In
all 28 ONaGCs, we never observed a response threshold
higher than 20Rh*rod1 s1 or an operating range be-
yond 1000Rh*rod1 s1, suggesting that the contribu-
tion of the S-cone inputs is minor.
The two types of OFFaGCs display drastically dif-
ferent responses and thus their BC and AC inputs are
diﬀerent. tOFFaGCs exhibit transient increases of
spikes at light oﬀset with a very high threshold and
the sOFFaGCs exhibit spike decreases when the light
is turned on with an extremely low threshold (Pang
et al., 2003). These cells seem to receive two excitatory
bipolar cell inputs, one mediated by the HBCMC signal
and the other by a transient HBCSC (with an oﬀ over-
shoot response) and an AC inputs with mixed rod/M-
cone inputs (perhaps ACM2). The HBCSC-mediated
transient OFF DIC is responsible to the transient
OFF spike response (Pang et al., 2003). The HBCMC-
mediated ON DIC and AC-mediated DICl are both
inhibitory (because they are outward currents), and
since tOFFaGCs do not exhibit spontaneous spikes in
darkness (Pang et al., 2003), these outward currents
do not serve much physiological function (silent synap-
ses). On the other hand, sOFFaGC responses are extre-
mely sensitive to 500nm light, with a threshold lower
than HBCMCs, and even lower than HBCRs (Field &
Rieke, 2002a, 2002b). It appears that sOFFaGC re-
sponses are mediated primarily by the AII AC-medi-
ated DICl which has a threshold of near
0.001Rh*rod1 s1 (Fig. 2A) at the low light intensity
range. A HBCMC-mediated DIC is also involved in
mediating the cells spike responses at higher light
intensities. These results also suggest that the feedfor-
ward synapses from AII AC to sOFFaGCs are stronger
(or of higher gain) than the feedback synapses from AII
AC to HBCMCs and the electrical synapses between AII
AC and DBCMCs (see Fig. 4), because the AII response
to dim light (below 0.01Rh*rod1 s1) could only be
observed in DICl of the sOFFaGCs.
A major diﬀerence between sOFFaGCs and the other
two types of aGCs is that sOFFaGCs exhibit spontane-
ous spike activity of 5–10Hz in darkness whereas the
other aGCs do not (Pang et al., 2003). This can be par-
tially explained by our ﬁnding that sOFFaGCs have anaverage dark membrane potential (51 ± 7mV) about
10mV more positive that the other two types of aGCs
(63 ± 6 and 61 ± 7mV for the ONaGCs and tOF-
FaGCs, respectively). Another factor that may contrib-
ute to the spontaneous spiking in sOFFGCs is that it has
been shown, at least in the salamander retina, that the
sustained OFF bipolar cells exhibit large spontaneous
excitatory postsynaptic currents (sEPSCs) in darkness
(Wu et al., 2000). These sEPSCs in HBCs may trigger
sEPSCs in sOFFaGCs. As sOFFaGCs are maintained
at a relatively more depolarized voltage in darkness,
large sEPSCs may depolarize the cell above the thresh-
old of action potentials and thus cause spontaneous
spike activities.
In our voltage clamp experiments, we found an
abrupt voltage-dependent increase of sIPSCs that oc-
curred between 60 and 40mV in all OFFaGCs (both
tOFFaGCs and sOFFaGCs), but not in ONaGCs. One
possible explanation for this abrupt voltage-dependent
increase of sIPSCs is that the depolarizing current
needed to maintain the positive holding potential may
leak into amacrine cells through gap junctions (Xin &
Bloomﬁeld, 1997), which would facilitate the release of
GABAergic or glycinergic vesicles from amacrine cells
to the recorded ganglion cell (Tian, Hwang, & Copenha-
gen, 1998). Anatomical studies have shown that recipro-
cal electrical synapses exist between OFFaGCs and
GABAergic ACM2 in mammalian retinas (Bloomﬁeld
& Xin, 1997; Dacey & Brace, 1992; Jacoby, Staﬀord,
Kouyama, & Marshak, 1996). Our voltage clamp results
suggest that membrane depolarization in OFFGCs, such
as what occurs during action potentials, may cause con-
siderable depolarizing current ﬂow into the ACM2
through the gap junctions. Since AC neurotransmitters
are inhibitory, this reciprocal electrical synapse may
serve as a negative feedback circuit for spiking activities
in the OFFaGCs.References
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